
Outfield Fundamentals 

 

A. In pairs: Drop Steps- 10 repetitions each partner 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. Two lines: Football Drill- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C. Two lines:  Call It- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D. Two separate fielding groups evenly divided: Grounders and line drives.  One tosser per group will 
throw soft line drives that fielders need to judge if they can get or field on a hop; they will also throw 
grounders that need to be fielded cleanly.  Tossers will also throw all of these at angles so as the 
outfielders have to get use to taking good angles.  Rotate tossers.  Fielders should make strong throws 
back that hit the tosser in the chest. 
 
*We will also hit fungos to outfielders.  Some will be at them while others will be hit right, left, in or out 
to make them move.  Some will be in the air and others on the ground or line drives. 
 
**If indoors- players can throw a safety ball off the wall from behind an outfielder and the outfielder has 
to react and catch it cleanly.  They then become the thrower for the person behind them.  Rotate 
through.  Players can throw at different angles to make the fielder move left or right as well.  Work on 
proper drop steps, getting behind the ball, catching it on throwing hand side and crow hop. 

Tosser throws the ball over the left or right 
shoulder or straight overhead of the fielder. 
Fielder has to drop stop properly to get back on 
the ball.  Be sure to get set and catch the ball 
coming forward on the throwing hand side.  
Practice a crow hop, and then the fielder 
becomes the tosser back to their partner. 

Fielder takes off running straight 
ahead.  Tosser throws the ball as 
if a QB throwing to a wide 
receiver trying to lead them so 
they have to catch the ball on the 
run.  After catching it, jog back. 
Rotate lines.  Each player should 
run 5-10 repetitions running to 
their left and right. 

Two lines face each other.  Tosser 
throws a fly ball midway between 
the two lines.  1st person in each line 
goes to catch it.  Closest person calls 
it and the other person backs up the 
one catching the ball.  Rotate tosser. 


